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We report on linear and nonlinear optical properties of Disperse Red 1-doped solgel waveguides. The
refractive-index and optical-propagation losses of the guiding layer were measured between 0.756 mm and 1.64
mm. The spectral broadening of the chromophore charge-transfer transition in the visible is modeled with a
Voigt-profile function. In the telecommunications window the attenuation is dominated by the overtones of
the O—H bonds vibration bands. The nonlinear optical coefficients were measured at different poling
strengths with the Maker-fringe method. The nonlinear coefficient d33 was found to be 4.5 pm V21 at 1.58 mm
for a poling field of 60 V mm21. © 2001 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 130.0130, 160.6060, 190.4400, 300.1300, 190.2620.
1. INTRODUCTION
Organic molecules can exhibit large optical nonlineari-
ties. They have been incorporated in various materials
systems, e.g., polymers, organic single crystals,
Langmuir–Blodgett films, and liquid crystals. In the
past years, most of the research has focused on poled or-
ganic polymers, with some remarkable achievements
such as high-bandwidth electro-optic modulators1 and
modal dispersion phase-matched second-harmonic gen-
eration at 1.55 mm.2

Meanwhile, solgel materials, the hybrid organic–
inorganic counterparts of all-organic polymers, are receiv-
ing increasing attention as a chemically and mechanically
more robust alternative for nonlinear applications in in-
tegrated optics.3 The low-temperature solgel process
provides a highly convenient route for preparing uniform
high-optical-quality thin films (or monoliths) of oxide
glass. Like all-organic polymers, solgel materials can be
tailored to meet specific requirements (such as refractive
index and conductivity), and organic chromophores can be
incorporated in the solgel matrix. Quadratic nonlinear
0740-3224/2001/121827-05$15.00 ©
coefficients d33 up to 17 pm V21 at 1.542 mm have been
demonstrated.4

Many chromophore classes used in nonlinear optics ex-
hibit an increasing hyperpolarizability with a redshift of
the ultraviolet–visible charge-transfer transition.5

Therefore in most cases the transparency properties at
the second-harmonic wavelength become a critical issue.
The linear-attenuation coefficient at the second harmonic
depends on both the position of the absorption peak and
the slope of the absorption edge,6 and careful modeling of
the absorption spectrum in this wavelength region is nec-
essary. Otomo et al.7 have discussed the effect of spectral
broadening on second-harmonic generation in
4-dimethylamino-48-nitrostilbene side-chain polymer.
Similarly, Pliska and colleagues have considered several
nonlinear polymer systems: it appeared that DR1 offers
a good compromise between nonlinearity and linear
absorption.8

In this paper we report on Disperse Red 1 (DR1)-doped
solgel waveguide fabrication and on a number of optical
properties of the samples. Absorption and optical-
2001 Optical Society of America
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propagation-loss measurements were performed in the
visible and in the near-infrared (NIR) range up to 1.64
mm. The spectrum was modeled with an inhomoge-
neously broadened Voigt profile. The nonlinear optical
coefficients were measured with a Maker-fringes setup.
The potential of the material for second-harmonic genera-
tion at 1.55 mm is examined. Finally, the DR1-doped sol-
gel under investigation is compared with the nonlinear
side-chain polymer Disperse Red 1–poly(methyl meth-
acrylate) (DR1-PMMA) from International Business Ma-
chines.

2. LINEAR CHARACTERIZATION
The solgel process was used to prepare hybrid thin films
integrating both push–pull DR1 molecules and carbazole
units in a rigid backbone of a silica-based matrix. The
carbazole molecules act as spacer entities in the highly
concentrated DR1-doped matrix. The solution was syn-
thesized according to an experimental procedure previ-
ously described.9 Appropriately functionalized triethox-
ysilane monomers were copolymerized with the
tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) cross-linking agent in a mutual
cosolvent. Figure 1 gives a schematic representation of
the hybrid network as well as the chemical reaction.
SiK–DR1–TEOS films were then spin coated on various
substrates and cured for 12 h at 120 °C. The layer thick-
ness depends on deposition conditions, i.e., viscosity and
rotation speed.

The refractive index of the SiK–DR1–TEOS material
(Fig. 2) was measured by ellipsometry. The results were
cross checked with attenuated-total-reflection experi-
ments on two different samples. With a grating-coupling
method we also verified that the curing time does not af-
fect too much the refractive index of the material: the
difference between cured and uncured samples remains
3 3 1023.

Because the absorption in the visible and the NIR is
dominated by a single charge-transfer line, it is reason-
able to fit the dispersion curve to a one-oscillator Sell-
meier dispersion formula, given by

n2~v! 2 1 5 A0 1
A1

v2 2 v0
2 , (1)

where A0 is the dispersion-free contribution from the
other oscillators. A1 represents the oscillator strength,
and v0 is the resonant frequency of the oscillator. The
fitting results are the following: A0 5 1.4215, A1
5 2.216 3 1030 rad2 s22, and v0 5 3.823 3 1015 rad s21.
The corresponding curve is displayed in Fig. 2. The reso-
nant part of the Sellmeier equation can be correlated to
the zero-frequency molecular polarizability a0 .10 As-
suming a local-field correction factor given by the Lorentz
approximation, the calculation gives a0 5 5.9 6 2.0
3 10239 C m2 V21 (5.3 6 1.6 3 10223 esu). The number
density of active molecules is known with only 30% accu-
racy, which translates directly into the quoted uncer-
tainty in a0 . Nevertheless, the calculation is in good
agreement with a value previously measured in p-dioxane
solvent (3.8 3 10223 esu).5 From this we conclude that
DR1 molecules, albeit tightly attached to the cross-linked
solgel matrix, retain their intrinsic molecular properties.
The absorption spectrum of SiK–DR1–TEOS is shown
in Fig. 3. For wavelengths between 0.4 and 0.65 mm, the
absorption was measured in transmission with a Cary
spectrophotometer and use of a 2-mm-thick film [Fig.
3(a)]. To estimate the absorption in the 0.7–1.65-mm re-
gion, where transmission spectroscopy through a thin film
does not provide sufficient resolution, we measured the
optical loss in an unpoled SiK–DR1–TEOS slab wave-
guide. The optical-propagation-loss measurements, dis-
played in an expanded view in Fig. 3(b), were performed
in 2-mm-thick solgel films spin coated on thermally oxi-
dized silicon wafers [inset of Fig. 3(b)]. The low-
refractive-index SiO2 buffer layer is 2.6 mm thick to en-
sure negligible tunneling losses. The light was coupled
into the solgel waveguide with a prism coupler. The
propagation-loss coefficient was determined by imaging
the light streak in a CCD camera. Since the scattered
light exhibits an exponential decay owing to both scatter-
ing and absorption in the waveguide, the results provide
an upper limit of the absorption coefficient. The attenu-
ation coefficient at 0.78 mm is 1.0 6 0.3 cm21. This re-
sult is in good agreement with the previously published

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the hybrid film synthesis
from silane-modified monomers. The three monomers are dis-
solved in tetrahydrofurane. Acidic water is added to the solu-
tion to hydrolyze all the ethoxy groups. After complete hydroly-
sis, a base is added to promote the condensation of the released
silanols into siloxane bonds.

Fig. 2. Refractive index of SiK–DR1–TEOS material in the
visible–NIR. The ellipsometry measurements (filled squares)
were performed on 2.5-mm-thick solgel films spin coated on sili-
con substrates. Two other samples were tested in an
attenuated-total-reflection experiment (filled circles and tri-
angles). A grating-coupling method was used to check the influ-
ence of the curing (tall diamond, noncured; short diamond,
cured). The ellipsometry data are fitted according to the Sell-
meier model.
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values of 0.3 to 0.7 cm21 for the all-organic side-chain
polymer DR1–PMMA.8 The scattering losses asc [dashed
curve in Fig. 3(b)] are dominant between 0.8 and 1.1 mm.
In the telecommunication windows (1.3 and 1.55 mm) the
absorption spectrum is dominated by the overtones of the
O—H bond vibration bands.11 At 1.55 mm the absorption
coefficient is 1.5 6 0.3 cm21. While the fundamental vi-
bration mode of the network bond Si–O–Si peaks around
1090 cm21 (l 5 9.2 mm) and is unlikely to generate ab-
sorption losses in the NIR, the O—H vibration band is
centered around 3465 cm21 (l 5 2.9 mm). Therefore the
first overtone of the O—H vibration mode falls right into
the telecommunications windows. In comparison, in an
optical fiber, the high-temperature process limits the
O—H bond content, yielding very small losses at 1.55 mm.
A thermal treatment at high temperature is impossible in
our solgel material owing to the presence of organic com-
pounds in the solgel matrix. However, some effects of
the curing process are currently under investigation, and
one can expect a reduction of propagation loss in the tele-
communications window in the near future.

Fig. 3. (a) Absorption spectrum of SiK–DR1–TEOS solgel. The
data between 0.4 and 0.65 mm were obtained by transmission
spectroscopy with a spectrophotometer. The optical propagation
losses are also presented (diamonds). The absorption spectrum
is fitted with both a Voigt (solid curve) and a Lorentz (dashed
curve) profile modeling the inhomogeneous and the homogeneous
broadening, respectively. (b) Expanded view of the IR waveguide
loss of a planar SiK–DR1–TEOS of 2-mm thickness on SiO2.
The scattering losses asc are calculated assuming a film rough-
ness of 5 nm. The inset shows the waveguide structure used for
the propagation-loss measurement.
Those high losses at the fundamental wavelength of
1.55 mm will severely limit the second-harmonic conver-
sion efficiency of a waveguide device. Clearly, further
improvement in material technology is necessary to re-
duce the absorption. A humidity-controlled environment
could probably reduce the expected losses in the telecom-
munications window. Another strategy would be the de-
velopment of a matrix that involves bifunctionalized
alkoxide precursors instead of the triethoxysilane mono-
mers. A similar approach has been followed in all-
organic polymers: there the C—H vibration overtones
are a considerable source of loss in the IR12 that can be
reduced by replacing the hydrogen by, e.g., fluorine or
chlorine.

3. MODELING AND DISCUSSION
The linear absorption of the hybrid solgel material under
investigation is dominated by two different excitation
mechanisms. In the UV–visible part of the spectrum the
electronic transitions are responsible for strong absorp-
tion bands, whereas for wavelengths .1.3 mm, most of the
absorption is due to much weaker vibration overtones of
O—H bonds.

Far from any electronic resonance, the absorption coef-
ficient a(v) is calculated from the following relation:

a~v! 5
v

cn~v!
Im@x~1 !~v!#, (2)

where x (1)(v) is the linear susceptibility of the material
at optical frequencies. A two-level model involving a
transition from the ground state to the first excited state
can be used to describe the dominant contribution to the
attenuation coefficient near the peak absorption wave-
length. In this approach the linear susceptibility x (1)

3 (v) is given by

x~1 !~v! 5
NfvQ

«0\
um01u2S 1

v01 2 v 1 jG01/2

1
1

v01 1 v 2 jG01/2
D , (3)

where N is the number density of dipoles, fv is the local-
field correction factor, and Q is the molecular-orientation
factor (Q 5 1/3 for randomly oriented dipoles). G01 and
m01 represent the homogenous broadening and the dipole
moment of the charge-transfer transition, respectively.
The dashed curve in Fig. 3(a) represents a fit of the ab-
sorption data according to Eq. (3). The fitted parameters
are listed in Table 1. In the NIR this Lorentz profile

Table 1. Fitting Parameters of SiK–DR1–TEOS
Absorption Profiles

Parameters Lorentz Profile Voigt Profile

Num01u2 (C m21) 1.6 6 0.2 3 10231 1.7 6 0.2 3 10231

G01 (rad s21) 590 6 30 3 1012 0.40 6 0.05 3 1012

Dv01 (rad s21) Not applicable 560 6 30 3 1012

z Not applicable 0.38 6 0.05
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grossly overestimates the absorption by several orders of
magnitude.

This discrepancy can be resolved by introducing vibra-
tional contributions into the model.13 For the DR1 mol-
ecule (see the chemical structure in Fig. 1), the stretching
mode of the NvN double bond and the breathing mode of
the phenyl ring occur around 1380 cm21 (7.32 mm)14 and
1321 cm21 (7.6 mm), respectively.13 Such vibration tran-
sitions are expected to broaden the chromophore charge-
transfer transition in the visible. Then, to reproduce the
details of the absorption bands further away from reso-
nance, an inhomogeneously broadened linear susceptibil-
ity is more appropriate.15 In this approach, x (1)(v) is
given by7

x~1 !~v! 5
ApNfvQ

«0\
um01u2

3 E
2`

1`S 1

v018 2 v 1 jG01/2

1
1

v018 1 v 2 jG01/2
D g01~v018 2 v01!

3 d~v018 2 v01!, (4)

where the inhomogeneous broadening is described by the
asymmetric Gaussian function g01(v018 2 v01):

g01~v018 2 v01! 5
1

pDv018
expF2S v018 2 v01

Dv018
D G , (5)

where the asymmetric linewidth is defined as

Dv018 5
Dv01

1 2 z 1 zS v01

v
D 2 . (6)

Dv01 is the inhomogeneous broadening and z is the asym-
metry parameter. Then, the line shape of the charge-
transfer transition is given by the so-called Voigt profile,
i.e., the convolution of the asymmetric Gaussian function
dominating near the absorption peak and a Lorentzian
function prevailing in the tail of the spectrum. In this
approach the contribution from resonances at higher fre-
quencies is represented by a constant xb

(1) .
Fitting the measured absorption spectrum to the inho-

mogeneously broadened function was performed with
Labview and Matlab software. The absorption spectrum
of SiK–DR1–TEOS was modeled with Eq. (4) to find the
unknown parameters Num01u2, Dv01 , G01 , and z. The
Voigt profile is represented in Fig. 3(a), and the corre-
sponding parameters are listed in Table 1. Here the
second-harmonic wavelength (0.78 mm) falls in the Gauss-
ian part of the absorption line. This fit reproduces the
measurement up to ;1 mm, well above the second-
harmonic wavelength. It does not describe the absorp-
tion further in the IR, where a different absorption
mechanism is dominant. The inhomogeneous broaden-
ing of the charge-transfer transition of the DR1 in the sol-
gel material is comparable to previously published data
on the DR1-PMMA polymer material.8 Broadening
mechanisms are then supposed to be very similar in both
materials.

4. NONLINEAR OPTICAL
CHARACTERIZATION
Solgel films exhibit a random orientation of the chro-
mophores after deposition. An electrical poling process is
necessary to break the natural centrosymmetry and gen-
erate quadratic nonlinear properties.

For nonlinear optical characterization, 2.5-mm-thick
films were spin coated onto indium-tin-oxide-coated glass
substrates. Approximately 150-nm-thick Al electrodes
were deposited on top of the films by thermal evaporation.
Poling was performed in a furnace at atmospheric pres-
sure. Once the sample reached the poling temperature of
120 °C, a voltage was applied between the bottom indium
tin oxide and top Al electrodes. The voltage was care-
fully ramped at a rate of ;10 V min21 up to typically
some tens of V mm21. The samples were kept at the pol-
ing temperature for ;2 h. Then, they were slowly cooled
to room temperature at a rate of ;0.5 °C min21 with the
voltage still applied. Afterwards, the top electrode was
etched off with a mixture of phosphoric, acetic, and nitric
acid before further processing.

A standard Maker-fringes setup was used to measure
the nonlinear coefficients of the poled solgel films. The
calibration was performed with a y-cut quartz plate with
a nonlinear coefficient d11 5 0.29 pm V21 at 1.58 mm.16

The 1.58-mm fundamental radiation was generated by
Raman shifting the output of a frequency-doubled (0.532-
mm) Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (pulse duration 10 ns) in a
hydrogen cell. Typical pulse energies at 1.58 mm inci-
dent upon the sample were of the order of 10 mJ. The
transmitted fundamental beam was blocked with a set of
density filters, while the second-harmonic signal passed
through a spectrometer before detection with a photomul-
tiplier tube.

The measured nonlinear coefficient d33 of SiK–DR1–
TEOS films is presented in Fig. 4 as a function of the ex-
ternal poling field. We measured d33 5 4.5
6 0.4 pm V21 at 1.58 mm for a poling field of 60 V mm21.

Fig. 4. Nonlinear coefficient d33 as a function of the poling
strength. The measurements were performed at 1.58 mm.
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These measured values are consistent with the nonlinear
quadratic coefficient of the DR1–PMMA.8 The poling
field was limited by the poling current. Indeed, the pol-
ing current increased strongly above 80–90 V mm21, and
electrical breakdown was likely to occur. This behavior
is attributed to ionic species in the solgel matrix. For
DR1–PMMA polymer systems, fields up to 150 V mm21

could be applied on samples of the same thickness.8

5. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we found that our solgel system exhibits
similar nonlinearity and absorption loss at the harmonic
wavelength as the corresponding side-chain polymer
DR1–PMMA. However, high losses were measured
within the telecommunication windows. They are attrib-
uted to the overtones of O—H vibration bands. Finally,
taking our measured values of av 5 1.5 cm21, a2v

5 1.0 cm21, and d33 5 4.5 pm V21, and assuming a wave-
guide with an effective cross section of 10 mm2 (typical
value for annealed proton-exchanged lithium niobate
waveguide) and an optimized length of 1.1 cm, we calcu-
late a normalized conversion efficiency of 10% W21 for
second-harmonic generation at 1.55 mm. Clearly, to in-
crease this figure, further improvement of material pro-
cessing is necessary to reduce the loss at the fundamental
and to allow a higher poling field. Our future study will
be directed accordingly.
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